
2017 Goals:
• Collaboratively train 500 entrepreneurs in the developing world.
• Equip 50 organizations with the ability to use business training within their existing international programs.
• Pilot Advanced Training curriculum with past Yobel graduates to encourage business expansion.
• Pilot Basic Business training within U.S. refugee populations to inform research on development of a local 
   business training curriculum. 

“I have never taken the risk to open my 
business because I believed I would fail 
but now I am positive that I can do it.” 
-Blanca, Guatemalan Graduate, Future 

Market Salesperson

2016 was a year to celebrate incredible growth across each of our entrepreneurial empowerment 
programs around the world. Many, many lives have been impacted as a result of your partnership this 
year and we could not be more grateful!

“Thank you [for this training] because we don't know  
how to make budgets here. If everyone can do the 

budget and savings, [and] all that we learned, 
maybe everyone can have richness in their house 

and not have the needs we have now.” 
-Rosa Maria, Mexican Graduate, Future Owner of 

an Office Supply Store

yobel international 2016 Report

“We have knowledge, but the training 
process has made us to plan and improve. 

The training encourages us.”
-Mulu, Thai Graduate, Future Owner of an 

Ecotourism Company
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Thank you for your generosity toward 
ending poverty and preventing slavery 
around the globe! We are so excited about 
the growth that occurred in 2016. More and 
more men and women are being                  
empowered to know their worth and value 
as they begin businesses that allow them to 
permanently exit poverty without a        
handout. These entrepreneurs can now heat 
their homes in winter, send their children to 
school, gain status in their communities, 
purchase clean drinking water, and afford 
medical care for the very first time.

Thanks to our many partners,                            
entrepreneurship continued to expand 
throughout the developing world. Your 
contribution impacted 295 graduates who 
are planning 138 new businesses that will 
employ 545 members of their local          
communities. These empowered individuals 
shared their newfound knowledge with 
6,551 fellow community members living in 
9 nations, multiplying this impact 22 times! 
Best yet, 90 facilitators have been equipped 
to take business knowledge beyond Yobel’s 
current reach, spreading it throughout 
nations like Uganda, Ethiopia, and Mexico!

In 2017, we look forward to piloting our 
Advanced Training Program with past Yobel 
graduates to propel existing business 
owners further in their enterprises. We will 
also pilot a training course with refugees 
resettled in the U.S. to further our quest to 
develop a locally relevant program. We 
hope you will continue to partner with us to 
provide transformational opportunities for 
those who need it most. We look forward             
to seeing you on an upcoming Exposure Trip 
or local Awareness Event!

Charity doesn’t end poverty.
Business can. 
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